Manufacturer declaration

# 1SND225183C1000

We

ABB France, LP Division, Low voltage products
GPG Connection
3, rue Jean Perrin, CS90009, 69687 Chassieu Cedex, France

Declare under our sole responsibility that

The Connection products ranges with part numbers starting by 1SNA..., 1SNK..., 1SNB..., 1SNL..., 1SSA..., or 1SSS..., are of non-U.S origin and have been checked again the EC control Regulation 428/2009 annex I list of classified products. It is hereby certified that there are not on that list and are not classified products and have not export control classification number. These products may be delivered for civil end-use to all countries that are not subject to any legal trade restrictions.

Chassieu, September the 30th 2013

Eric LILIENFELD
Global Product Manager